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... ABSTRACT 

Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory (HEDL).has a requirement to en
sure the identification of rerrrite computer terminal operators on a real-time 
nuclear ·inventory data base. The integrity of this data base depends on input 
from authorized individuals. Thus, a key to developing such a system is the 
ability to positively identify people attempting access to the system. Small 
scale tests of the Identinat 2000T hand geometry unit with an adjusting algo
rithm have suggested a promising solution. 

To prove operational suitability; HEDL, in cooperation with Sandia Labora
tories, has desi@"led a· large scale test: of the Identimat 2000T. Data gather
ing on error rates, reliability, ma.inta:inability, and user acceptance will· de
termine if the Identimat 2000T is suitable for the HEDL application. If proven 
acceptable, use of the Identimat 2000T can be broadened to many general appli
cations where security information, loc,ations and systems are required. 

INTRODUCTION 

Protecting a computer data base in a multiuser environment is a constant 
problem for computer facilities. The system rrru.st ensure free flow of infonna
tion to authorizedindividuals,_while limiting access by others. When data are 
being changed in real-time, special protection techniques must be employea, as 
traditi9nal methods of file backup are too cumbersome to be useful. 

In desi@"l of the nuclear material data base, 
response~for up to 30 rerrote, on-line terrtlinals. 
be protected to the same degree as the data base. 
effective solution are as follows: · 

HEDL will provide real-time 
Each of these terminals must 

Guidelines for finding an 

o Maintain security to a level at least as high as an approved 
safe. 

o Be able to determine accurately the level of aut;hority autho
rized an individual requesting access. 

o Implement easily. 

o Be reliable. 



o Easily :ma.1ntainable. 

After consultation with·Saildia.Iaboratories, it was determined that the 
requirements could be.met by· a Positive.Personnel Identity Verifier (PPIV) 
which interfaces· directly. with .the coinputer network.· 'PPIV's in general compare 
a physical characteristic of the· individual with· records stored in a computer. 
Some"· of these characteris:tics ·are fingerprints,- handwriting, voice patterns, 
and hand georretry. By identifying a person in this manner a positive means of 
deterrniiling access authority is provided·. 

Of the PPIV's cUITently being ir)trcx;iuced. onto the.market, the Identima.t 
2000T, which neasures hand geometry, ll) has .. been chosen. Small scale studies 
show that the Ident:imat 2000T is as accurate. as any PPIV. (2) The Identimat ap
pears to be the most economical of the devices· under consideration, is simple 
to use, is easy to implement to existing computer networks, and because of 
solid state component construction, should be reliable plus :ma.1ntainable. 

To gp.in access to a computer terminal an individual first enters a memo
rized code· munber. This activates the computer to search for that code and the 
corresponding hand profiles that have been enrolled into the system. The host 
computer rnu8t select whether it will test the left or right hand, and sends the 
corresponding data to the Identimat . Once an individual places a hand on the 
ma.chine, photosensitive scanners measure the distance from the tips of each 
finger to the adjacent web. This measurement is compared to the stored data, 
and access is granted if these measurements compare within a set tolerance. 

During initial experiments it was noted that most of the false rejection 
errors were coming from a few people who could not consistently place their 
hands on the Identima.t hand plate. It was felt that an algorithm which could 
adjust tolerance for each individual would lead to improvement in the false 
acceptance rate; while still allowing access to those who require higher toler
ances to prevent·excessive· false rejection error rates. (No definitive larg;e 
scale test has been perform=d to prove.the new algorithm or the computer secur
ity appli~ation. This test will be thorough enough to allow implementation 
assuming positive results.) · 

The testing of access error rates is of prime importance. The errors are 
termed Type I, which is the error or not accepting· a valid individual (false 
rejection), and Type II (false acceptance), which is the error of accepting an 
invalid individual. Ideally these two error rates should be zero. However, in 
practice they are not and therefore need to be quantized. Other important fac
tors to be tested are user acceptance, :ma.1ntainability, and reliability. 

KEY TEST DESIGN FEATURES 

There are three key concerns in designing this experiment: first, ensur
ing that test participants understand and support the need for accurate data; 
s'econd, acquiring a larg;e m.unber of different individual hand measurements to 
ensure a-broad ·and ext'ensive data base; and third, the recording and storing of -
all pertinent data required f'or ana.lysis. · 

PARrICIPANT ·r~ATION 

When TIDtlva.tion for achieving a verified response· from the Identima.t is 
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low, the rate of Type I errors is abnornally.high. Small scale experiments 
have revealed that many participant~ find the Identimat intriguing and try 
their own tests .of machine .sensitivity. These tests normally re·sult in a "No 
Access" determination by the Identinat. 'Iherefore, it is necessary to rroti
vate the participants to· try to··achieve an "Access Granted" from the Identimat. 
In an operational enVironment,.a participant would. be motivated because access 

· is required· to continue the· day's .worklilg ·activities-. Since the test will not 
have this inducement, several techilique·s will. be· exercised. For example, posi
tive feedback will be given to· the· successful participant in the form of a for
tune displayed on a cRT. 

Test participants are being divided. into two groups--forma.l and casual en
rollees. Formal enrollees will· be people that re.ceive formal indoctrination 
and training on the Identimat 2000T during enrollment sessions. A casual en
rollee will be a person who has not received formal training, but because that 
person occasionally passes the experiment nodule, will be. asked to enroll and 
use the Identimat periodically. Casual enrollees will greatly increase the 
comparison library with their different hand measurements, which will be used 
to test the effectiveness of the· Identimat in.preventing Type II errors, but 
are expected to have a higher than nornal Type I error rate. 

Both the formal and casual enrollees will receive the positive feedback 
provided by the Identimat (green access light) and the CRI' display. As such, 
it will not be possible to measure the effectiveness of these motivators in a 
direct nanner. Interviews will qualitatively determine the effect of this 
feedback. · 

DATA COUECTION AND S'IDRAGE 

A Motorola M6800 microcomputer collects the data produced by two Identima.t 
2000T units. The microcomputer coordinates the two Identima.ts and a-CRI' dis-· 
play. The data are organized as to time and other infornation and are stored on 
a ma.gnetic tape cassette. IVbnitors collect and transfer the data into the HEDL 
PRIME computer for analysis on a daily basis. 

DETERI'IDITNG THE EXPERIMENT ENROLL!VIENT 

If the population size o:f,this·experiment.is too small, statistically sig
nificant data will not result. If the size is too large, the eJ1.-periment is too 
difficult to control and too costly to perform. Therefore, to determine the 
size of the enrollment for this experinEnt, a comparison with a lmown and ac
cepted standard--the security safe for classified infonnation--will be used. 

The combination of a three tumbler safe is picked in accordance with the 
following rules: No two numbers the same, no numbers ending in 0 or 5, and no 
ascendi:ng or descendi..!1g series. For a new three tumbler, ·100 :position dial, 
this yields: 

2/3(80)(79)(78) = 328,640 combinations 

It should be noted, however, that the Underwriter's Laboratory Standard 
for combination locks allows· locks to wear to the· point that two positions on 
either side of the correct number for each tumbler will result in an unlock 



which in some cases reduces the effective number of combinations for a 100 
position dial to about 6000.(2). 'Ihe number· of possible combinations of hands 
for a population of (P) is: :. 2(P)(P~l). 'Iherefore, the size of the population 
necessary to generate as rreny.possibilities·as a new.three tumbler, ioo posi
tion safe is: 

328,640 = 2(P)(P-l) 

p = 405 

'Ihe random chance of opening a new· safe is 1/328,640 and, if the Identimat 
algorithm were to exhibit the same characteristics·~ only .. one Type II error :Pos
sibility should occur in a population of ·405. 'Iherefore, a goal of 400 enroll
ees has been chosen which will allow good statistical estimates of the Type I 
and Type II error rates while keeping the size of the experiment manageable. 

PREANALYSIS 

'Ihe experiment is designed to. give information on the eITOr rates, the 
ease of use, user acceptance, reliability, and maintainability. To insure suf
ficient and proper data collection,"preanalysis has been performed to 9etermine 
variables and reasonable bounds. 

STATISTICAL J\DDELING 

Type I estimates will be derived by divicJ.:i!lg the total "No Access" deter
minations by the total trials. Type II probability will be analyzed by deter
mining how m:my hand records exist at a given trial that would be acceptable as 
another individual. These pairings represent ordered sets which are being 
called "compatible pairs." Becal.ise of the variability of tolerance levels,· if 
one hand will unlock a second, it does not necessarily follow that the second 
hand will unlock the first, so all permutations must be examined. 

Computer analysis of tqe Type II error will be a process of comparing.;€ach 
new hand measurement .(as unlocker and as the hand being unlocked) with each 
other entry currently on file. When this comparison is completed, the number 
of compatible measurements divided by the total number of permutations possible 
for current .enrollment ·will give a value for the;;probability of Type II error 
for that particular trial. · By this examination one can develop Type II error 
probabilities for various population sizes.· Although the true Type II error 
can only be determined when the population reaches infinity, the test popula
tion is sufficiently large to provide a reasonable estimate. 

EXTENSION OF THE MODEL 

Additional analysis can be obtained when the raw data is used as a data 
pool :C'r'Om which sauplco are drawn. In this manne:r variables such as enrollment 
size, and participant familiarity with the machine can be examined. For ex
ample, if analysis of an enrollment of 150 people is desired, the computer can 
aelect the identities of 150 errrnl 1 AAR at random. · 'Ihe trial results of each 
individual can be combihedat random or in a specified manner and the computer 
will then be able to simulate the· Identima.t to· generate a new set of statistics. 
Arter• tPials at various enrollment sizes· have been performed, it. is expected 
that a discernible pattern will erre_rge and in which the· Type II error estimate 



could be related to population size. 

LENGTH OF MEMORIZED.ACCESs·coDE 

'Ib achieve a level of.security comparable to that of a safe, a merrorized 
access code will belised. in conjlinction with the.hand geometry comparison. For 
instance, assume that the· Identimat does.prove to have a 3% Type II error rate, 
a six-digit password would be".sufficient to protect and identify an enrollment 
of up to 101 people. A seven.:..aigit code is good for 1010 people, and an eight
digit code can protect 101042 people. The logic that allows these assertions 
is as follows . 

The theoretical Type II error of the three tumbler safe discussed earlier· 
is: 

(A) 1/328,640 

Also the theoretical Type II error of the Identimat can be stated as fol
lows: 

Pi= 'Ibtal enrollment of population for a given trial (i). 

X. = Total number of compatible palrs which could result 
1 in unauthorized unlock duririg a given trial (i). 

The last component of these calculations is the probability of keying a 
valid code for a given enrollee population assuming that the code will be all 
·base 10 numbers and there will always be more possible codes than enrollees, 
then this probability can be expressed: · 

(C) P 1;1on [where (n) is the number of digits used in the code word. J 

From these expressions, the total number of compatible measurements under 
conditions of aJ_ffe:rent P.nrollmP.nt levels and code word lengths ccm be deter
mined. If no code word is used, e~ressions (A) ·and {B)·can be set equal to 
determine the number of compatible pairs that ·are allowed at various enrollment 
levels to make the Identimat equally secure: 

If a code word is added, the equation changes to: 

11328,640 = Xi/2(10n)(Pi-1) 

C:ONC:T ,t TS JON 

Upon conpletion of this experiment, it is expected that the operational 
suital,ility of the· ldentimat 20.00T with· adaptive algorithm will have been pro
ven. If so~ the Identimat will provide a way to alleviate computer code word 



system wea.lrrlesses by positively identifying individuals requesting access. 
Furtherrrore, accurate records can be kept as to which individuals were granted 
access, which is sorething not possible with a standard safe. This k:irid of 
control is required to ensure the security and integrity of HEDL's nuclear in
ventory data base •. In addition,·the· operational aata can be used by Sandia and 
others in the implementation of Identimat PPIV's for future safeguards upgrades. 
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